This paper presents a spatially and temporally adaptive boundary condition to specify the volumetric flux for lattice Boltzmann methods. The approach differs from standard velocity boundary conditions because it allows the velocity to vary over the boundary region provided that the total flux through the boundary satisfies a prescribed constraint, which is a typical scenario for laboratory experimental studies. This condition allows the boundary pressure to adjust dynamically to yield a specified boundary flow rate as a means to avoid unphysical mismatch between the boundary velocity and the interior flow field that can arise when a constant velocity boundary condition is applied. The method is validated for simulation of one-and two-fluid flow in complex materials, with conditions determined to match typical experiments used to study flow in porous media.
Introduction
It is often desirable to design computational protocols that match particular experimental conditions. Setting appropriate boundary conditions is an important aspect of this endeavor. In computational methods, artificial boundary conditions are routinely imposed as a way to focus computational effort on a particular region of interest [1] . Lattice Boltzmann methods (LBMs) are a broad class of computational methods that are used widely to study complex fluid flows [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Boundary conditions for the LBM differ from standard Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions used for partial differential equations (PDEs) because of the way that LBMs are constructed. The LBM originates as a discrete form of the Boltzmann equation, and the number of unknown quantities at the boundary is determined by this choice. Boundary conditions must determine each unknown distribution, with the total number of unknowns determined by the discrete velocity structure and boundary shape.
Commonly used boundary conditions for LBMs include pressure, velocity, periodic and outflow boundary conditions [9, 10] . For experimental studies of flows in porous media, microfluidics, and other complex materials, it is common to monitor (or to control directly) the total volumetric injection rate into the system. To be specific, we will call this common volumetric flux boundary condition a macroscale condition since it is an integrated quantity applied on the boundary. The common alternative conditions are microscale conditions because these conditions prescribe point-wise values of fluid velocities or pressures at the microscale, or lattice scale. Under such conditions, the microscale velocity profile at the boundary will be known only on rare occasions. Velocity boundary conditions that are inconsistent with the interior flow present a particular challenge, since such conditions are a source of physical inaccuracy.
When setting velocity boundary conditions, inaccuracy can result if the condition assigned leads to a rapid change in flow conditions near the boundary region. In particular, large gradients in an underlying potential field may result.
Since potential gradients induce flow, spurious behavior can arise to correct artifacts in the potential field. Since the potential and velocity cannot be independently determined, a velocity boundary condition can lead to direct enforcement of potential gradients along the boundary. When the potential is determined implicitly, flow may be inconsistent with the local potential field. Setting constant microscale potential boundary conditions (e.g. a pressure boundary condition) is simpler and often more physically reasonable. However, in this scenario, the macroscale boundary flow rate is determined as a result of the microscale system dynamics, and cannot be prescribed using established approaches. We consider the case where the total macroscale volumetric flux through a particular boundary is specified, and seek a boundary condition consistent with this condition.
Thus, the overall goal of this work is to derive a macroscale flux boundary condition that applies to the LBM simulation of flow through porous media that is stable and efficient. The specific objectives of this paper are (1) to formulate a general boundary condition to control the volumetric flux in lattice Boltzmann methods; (2) to validate the numerical approach based on analytical results; and (3) to apply the method to match experimental conditions for single-fluid and two-fluid flows.
Methods
LBMs are a computationally efficient class of numerical method that are widely used to model flows in complex geometries. Inspired by kinetic theory, LBMs solve for the evolution of a fluid flow by considering a set of distributions f q , each associated with a discrete velocity ξ q with q ∈ {0, 1, . . . Q}. Subject to constraints on symmetry and Gallilean invariance, LBMs have been developed using various different discrete velocity sets to model flows in two (e.g. D2Q9) or three dimensions (e.g. D3Q13, D3Q15, D3Q19, D3Q27) [11, 12, 13, 14] . In this work, we present a volumentric flux boundary condition for the popular D3Q19 model. The same general principles can be used to derive analogous boundary conditions for other models. In the D3Q19 model, the set of discrete velocities are
{±1, ±1, 0} T , for q = 7, 8, 9, 10 {±1, 0, ±1} T , for q = 11, 12, 13, 14
{0, ±1, ±1}
T for q = 15, 16, 17, 18 .
(
The distributions evolve according to the lattice Boltzmann equation
where x i are points on a three-dimensional lattice, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N }, δt is the time step, and Ω q (x i , t) is a collision operator that accounts for intermolecular collisions and other interactions (as in Boltzmann's equation). The key physics of the method are contained in the collision operation. By constructing different collision operators, LBMs have been constructed to recover the Navier-Stokes equations [15, 16] and model a wide range of physical processes including multiphase flow [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] , heat transfer [22, 23, 24, 25] , diffusion [26, 27, 28] , reactive transport [29, 30, 31] and others. Since the basic approaches used to set boundary conditions are similar, the boundary condition developed here can be extended to other physical contexts as well.
In this work, an adapted multi-relaxation time (MRT) LB model is implemented for single-/two-fluid flow as described in McClure et al. [32] , which is based on the "color" model initially proposed by Gustensen et al. [17] . More details of the model can be found in Appendix A. In short, an MRT formulation for a DdQq lattice structure models the relaxation processes individually on a set of q moments determined from the distributions, where each moment relaxes toward its equilibrium value at a unique rate specified by relaxation parameters.
Following the previous work by Pan et al. [33] , the fluid kinematic viscosity ν is related to one of the relaxation parameter τ by ν = c defined to determine the evolution of the number density,
and the mass flux (momentum density),
where ρ 0 is a reference density used to obtain incompressible flow. This represents a typical LBM formulation, although distributions may also be defined to track other physical quantities of interest. In the LBM, the pressure is often directly linked to the density,
which is an expression of the ideal gas law. Boundary conditions are needed to determine unknown distributions along the boundary, which in turn determine the density ρ and momentum density ρ 0 u.
The most familiar context for fluid flow simulations is to set pressure and/or velocity boundary conditions. The basic ideas used to set pressure or velocity boundary conditions for LBMs were first introduced by Zou and He for the D2Q9 model [34] . Along a boundary region Γ, only a subset of the distributions will be unknown. For some x i ∈ Γ, distributions f q are unknown for all q
where D is the domain. At the inlet, the unknown distributions are: f 5 , f 11 , f 14 , f 15 and f 18 . Three of the unknown distributions can be determined based on Eqs. 3-4. As a consequence of the continuity equation, it is not possible to set both ρ and u z along the z inlet or outlet.
When setting a pressure (i.e. density) boundary condition at the z inlet, a consistency condition establishes the associated velocity u z as a function of the known distributions and density
The consistency condition will be used to derive an adaptive pressure boundary condition that satisfies a specified macroscale boundary volumentric flux.
In this work, we seek to specify the total volumetric flux across the boundary, which is defined as
where Γ in is the inlet boundary. We note that at each microscale point on the boundary u z can be determined prior to setting the pressure boundary condition based on the consistency condition. Combining Eq. 6 with Eq. 7 we obtain
Our objective is to determine the value of ρ that will produce a user-specified Q z , where ρ is constant over the boundary Γ in . The expression can be rearranged to solve for ρ in terms of the known distributions on Γ in
where A is the area of the inlet. Integrating the consistency condition over the boundary thereby determines ρ. As with other boundary conditions for the LBM, the condition must be applied after streaming and prior to collision. At each timestep, the boundary condition is set in two steps; first ρ is determined by integrating the consistency condition according to Eq. 9, then a pressure boundary condition is enforced in the usual way based on Eqs. 5 and 9. For the pressure boundary condition, the strategy to determine the remaining two unknowns for the D3Q19 model is based on the work due to Hecht and Harting [35] (see more details in Appendix B). An analogous calculation can be performed at the outlet boundary, although it is not necessary or advantageous to set a flux boundary condition at both boundaries. Since the potential field is in general only known up to a constant, it is convenient to set a flux boundary condition at one end of the sample and rely on a pressure boundary condition at the other end of the domain, where the other four boundaries can be assigned using periodic or no flow conditions. We have constrained our case to match typical experimental conditions, but the notions can be extended to other sorts of systems as well.
Results

Single-phase Poiseuille flow
In the 3D Poiseuille flow is known to have a steady-state solution given by [36] :
where w is half of the width of the square tube, dp/dz is the pressure gradient along the flow axis of the tube, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
The infinite series in Eq.10 was truncated at k = 200 to allow for a good approximation of the theoretical values. For the numerical simulations, the criterion used to determine steady state flow is 
Immiscible displacement at constant capillary number
The LBM is often used to simulate immiscible two-fluid displacement in porous media. We consider a typical experiment in which the following quantities are known:
1. Q z the volumetric flow rate (e.g. in mL/min), is displacing another and compressibility effects are negligible, the flow rates for each fluid will satisfy ∂s
where s w is the wetting-phase saturation, and V is the total volume of the system. The conversion between the lattice timestep δt and physical units can therefore be determined based on the rate of change in saturation. Noting that this choice does not uniquely determine the parameters, for two-fluid flows it is desirable to match the capillary number,
where A is the area of the inlet boundary Γ i , and the mobility
An additional constraint is obtained by choosing the simulated capillary number to match the experimental value,
To reduce the number of time steps required, it is desirable to choose Q 
Immiscible two-fluid displacement in a realistic porous medium
The proposed boundary condition was also tested with primary drainage simulations in an X-ray µCT image of Bentheimer sandstone sample. A subdomain of 256 3 lu 3 of the original image was used, with an image resolution of 4.95 µm/lu [39] . The sub-domain was again sandwiched by six layers of NWR and WR, respectively. Unity density and viscosity ratios were adopted. Three cases of lattice volumetric flow rate, Q sim z = {0.172, 1.72, 17.2 } lu 3 /lt were set such that the capillary numbers were the same as in the square tube case.
The corresponding time rate change of the saturation is also shown in Fig. 2 in red. Due to the initial capillary entry effect, the time rate change gradually approaches the prescribed Q sim z as the steady state displacement is reached.
Moreover, to illustrate the capability of the proposed boundary condition to locally adjust the inlet flux, the two-dimensional u z (x, y) profile at the inlet boundary of NWR, for the case of Q sim z = 1.72 lu 3 /lt is shown in Fig. 3 .
Since the NWR consists of pure fluid nodes, a contour line in white delineating the fluid-solid boundary of the first layer of the porous medium is also shown.
It can be seen that the proposed boundary condition only directs positive flux towards the pore space of the medium, while maintaining zero flux for where the solid phase is present. This demonstrates that the boundary condition allows the local flow rate to vary across the boundary region based on the interior structure of the flow, while maintaining control over the volumetric flow rate for fluid injected into the system.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a volumetric flux boundary condition for lattice Boltzmann methods. The approach is derived based on a consistency condition that is associated with a pressure boundary condition. By integrating the consistency condition over the relevant boundary region, a spatially-constant potential can be determined and enforced along that boundary to produce a de- Appendix A: Momentum and mass transport in multiphase lattice-
Boltzmann model
The multiphase "color" LBM used in this work is based on the implementation described in McClure et al. [32] . The momentum transport is modeled by the lattice-Boltzmann equation (LBE) as:
where the transformation matrix M q,k (its inverse M −1 q,k ) maps the distribution function to its moments by m k = Q−1 q=0 M q,k f q , and diagonal matrix S k,k specifies the relaxation rates for each moment. For D3Q19 lattice structure, the M q,k can be found in [40] , and the 19 moments are defined as: 
where, the relaxation rates for the conserved moments, the density ρ and the momentum (j x , j y , j z ), are set to zero, since they are not affected by collisions.
Following the reported work in [41] , the relaxation rates for the non-conserved moments are set as
The fluid kinetic viscosity ν is given by:
and in the main text, the commonly used relaxation time τ is defined as τ = s −1
ν . In the case of multiphase flow, the equilibrium moments m eare set such that the stress tensor matches that of a Newtonian fluid with an anisotropic contribution due to the interfacial tension. Following McClure et al., the nonzero equilibrium moments are given by: [32] 
where the parameter α is linearly related to the interfacial tension, and C is the color gradient, which is defined as the gradient of the phase field:
where the phase field ϕ is defined based on the densities of the non-wetting and wetting fluids, ρ n and ρ w , respectively, which is given by:
n = (n x , n y , n z ) is the unit normal vector of the color gradient and is calculated as:
The phase indicator field is tracked by solving two additional mass transport
LBEs that rely on the three-dimensional, seven velocity model (D3Q7). The seven velocities for the D3Q7 model correspond to q = 0, 1, . . . , 6 in the D3Q19
model. D3Q7 distributions model the evolution of the number density of each fluid, N A and N B , respectively, which are given by
The distributions are updated based on
where β controls the interface width, w 0 = 1/3 and w 1,...,6 = 1/9. The mass transport LBEs ensure phase separation based on the color gradient, which then couples to the momentum transport.
Appendix B: Pressure Boundary Condition for D3Q19
At the inlet, the unknown distributions are f 5 , f 11 , f 14 , f 15 and f 18 . The above expressions can be rearranged to place the unknowns on the left-hand side: 
which can then be solved to determine the associated velocity 
The equilibrium distributions for the D3Q19 model are f e(ρ, u) = w i ρ + ρ 0 3ξ q · u + 9 2 (ξ q · u) 2 + 3 2 u · u .
With both ρ and u known, the unknown distributions are chosen by assuming that the bounce-back rule applies to the non-equilibrium part of the unknown distributions, for example:
where ξ q = −ξ q . This can be solved for the unknown distribution
= f q + 6ρ 0 w i (ξ q · u) ,
where the definition of the equilibrium distributions has been inserted, using the fact that ξ q = −ξ q . This is used to determine
This leaves four remaining unknowns and only three equations. Hecht and
Harding resolve the closure problem by defining
and then providing a closed system based on the equations 
which can be simplified to the form
